SPANISH HOLDING COMPANY REGIME
1. INTRODUCTION
Although the Spanish holding regime is a fairly recent entrant into the now crowded holding company field, it has been now become firmly established, especially with regard to the channelling of investments into South America. In this article I would like to draw my colleagues’ attention to one distinct advantage of the Spanish holding regime which has attracted much recent attention in connection with acquisitions by Spanish companies: namely the tax deductible depreciation of stock goodwill. I will aso deal in some detail with some new Double Taxation Treaty developments which might make Spain a very attractive holding company base for certain investors. 
2. THE SPANISH HOLDING COMPANY REGIME: A SUMMARY
To be precise we should refer to 2 distinct sets of provisions:
	The ordinary Participation Exemption provisions (art 21st of the Corporation Tax Act, RD Legislativo 4/2004, of 5th March)

The special Holding company provisions (for the “Entidades de Tesorería de Valores Extranjeros” art 116th o 119th of the Corpotation Tax Act, RD Legislativo 4/2004 of 5th March)
2.1 Participation Exemption Regime
Every Spanish resident company (including those resident in Spain under the ‘effective management rule) are entitled to the application of the Participation Exemption regime, which fully exempts capital gain on dividends received from foreign companies, provided all the following conditions are met:
	The Spanish parent company must hold, directly or indirectly, a minimum 5% stake in the participated company.
	That stake must be held for a minimum period of one (1) year, although that term may be completed “a posteriori” in the case of the payment of a dividend . Holding periods of other Group Companies are taken into account for the purposes of the 1 year period.

 The participated company must derive at least 85% of its income (as opposed to its gross receipts) from “economic activities” undertaken abroad, an expression which is synonymous with income items that are not considered as “passive” under Spanish CFC regulations. Apart from the obvious “active” income activities such as trading, industrial, tourism, agricultural, insurance or mining ones, and with specific reference to multi-tired structures, the following income items received by the foreign participated company would be deemed as arising from “economic activities” and therefore qualify for the participation exception regime when distributed to its ETVE parent:
	Income arising from shares held to comply with legal or regulatory requirements arising from business activities
Income from credit rights (e.g. interest from the deferred payment of goods)
Income arising from market intermediation activities (e.g. fees and commissions accrued to Brokerage firms)
Income arising to insurance and banking firms when discharging their ordinary activities
	Interest accrued from loans granted to Group entities resident outside Spain, when at leas 85% of the debtor’s  income derives from business activities
	Financial income arising from export-import activities

Dividend and capital gains from foreign subsidiaries engaged in business activities in which the 1st tier subsidiary holds a direct or indirect stake of at least 5%
	The participated company (and all the subsidiaries where the income arises in case of multi-tiered structures) must have been subject to a direct tax “analogous” to the Spanish one. Any country which has entered into a Double Taxation Agreement with Spain is deemed to have an “analogous” tax system. In the case of non Treaty partners it has also been confirmed that the effective tax rate is not a relevant aspect, as long as the company’s income is taxed, even by reference to turnover  (companies granted “Tax Holding or blanket exemptions are not acceptable for this purposes).
Companies taking advantage to the regime are entitled to deduct the financing cost of the participation subject to the transfer pricing rules when transaction takes place with related parties. It should be borne in mind that since January 1st, 2004 and as reaction to the Lankhorst-Hohorst ECJ case thin capitalisation rules do not apply to loans granted by the EU resident lenders (with the exception of Gibraltar and Cyprus companies) and therefore in those cases the amount of debt (as opposed to the other loan conditions should not pose a problem).
The situation is very similar with regard to the CFC rules, they do not longer apply to EU subsidiaries of Spanish companies (save for Gibraltar and Cyprus) therefore “passive income” will not be attributed to the Spanish parent on an accrual basis, although on the other hand any dividend distributed by such a company will be fully taxable in Spain, with credit being taxed for foreign taxes and, in some cases, for foreign underlying taxes.
2.2 Taxation of non resident shareholders in a Spanish holding company
Capital gains on the sale of shares or quotas in a Spanish companies will be taxable as follows:
	If the transferor is an EU resident (save for Gibraltar and Cyprus) the gain will be exempted provided that: 
	The transferred quota does not represent more than 25% of the Spanish company’s issued capital or belong to a stake that had met that criteria during the previous year
	The company whose shares or quotas are transferred does not have a balance sheet more than 50% made up of Spanish situs property (under Spanish accounting rules)
	If the transferor is neither an EU resident nor entitled to Treaty Protection they will be taxed at the 18% rate
If the transferor is resident in a Treaty partner the Treaty provisions shall obviously apply.
	As to dividends and in case a Treaty or the Parent Subsidiaries Directive is not applicable, they will also be subject to a final 18% withholding tax.
Spain levies a 1% step duty on the issued capital (including share premium) of any company, although this can be legally circumvented, under certain circumstances, in the case of contributions in kind.
2.3 Special Holding Company Regime (“Entidades de Tenencia de Valores Extranjeros”)
These provisions are reserved for companies (both anónimas and limitadas) whose “main” object is to hold and manage participations in foreign companies. Any company wanting to benefit from the regime must lodge a notice with the Spanish Revenue   (AEAT) . Essentially the ETVE regime relaxes a number of requirements of the “Standard” Participation Exemption:
	The 5% minimum participation condition is waived if the acquisition price of the initial investment exceeded €  6.000 000.
	Dividends paid by an ETVE to any non resident shareholder (corporate or individual) will always be exempted from Spanish withholding tax (currently 18%) provided that the shareholder is not resident in a black-listed tax haven, even if it does not reside in the EU or in a Treaty partners and irrespective of the size of its holding.

Any capital gain made by a non resident shareholder when selling participations in an ETVE (save for those resident in a black listed tax haven) will be fully exempted (actually not subject to tax) from Spanish tax to the extent such a gain represents the accumulated profits of the ETVE originating in qualifying dividends and capital gain or the goodwill of its qualifying subsidiaries.
In all other aspects (subject to tax, activity test and minimum holding period) the ETVE companies are subject to the standard “Participation Exemption” rules.
ETVE’s companies object clause must include a specific reference to the management and administration of holdings in foreign companies with their own human and material resources, although the Tax Directorate considers that a “Substance” requirement as such does not exist and ETVE companies are not obliged to have their own employees.
In the case of an ETVE the conditions for a stamp duty exempt contribution of shares to the Spanish company are relaxed so that exemption is achieved even if shares issued to the non resident shareholders represent less than 5% of the share capital. 
3. TAX DEPRECIATION OF SHARE GOOD WILL
Under current Spanish accounting rules, the so called “share good will” that is, the positive difference between the purchase price of a shareholding and its adjusted net asset value is  should be depreciated on a straight basis over a 20 year period (5% per year). As from Jan 1, 2003, the Spanish parent holding (be it an ordinary company or an ETVE) is entitled to take a tax deductible charge for the same amount (5% of the good-will at the time the participation was acquired), irrespective of whether the depreciation has effectively been accounted for or not. Although International Accounting Standards do not provide for the straight line depreciation of such good-will and Spain is committed to adapt its internal accounting rule to them, the Government has made clear that the tax depreciation of shares good-will will stay and the legislation passed by parliament (Law 16/2007) enshrines that commitment.
It is obvious that this provision confers a significant advantage to Spanish companies when acquiring foreign targets as the Spanish Government will be financing a substantial part of any premium paid on a foreign stake, over a 20 years period although that tax relief is clawed back at the time the stake is sold (see below). 
Tax deductibility of share good-will depreciation is dependent on the “target” company’s dividends and capital gains being entitled to the Participation Exemption regime and therefore requires that it meets the following conditions, dealt with “in extenso” in Section 2.1 above:
	Minimum shareholding of 5%
	85% activity test

Subject to tax test
It is important to note that the tax deductible good-will is reduced by the amount of any latent gain in the subsidiary which can be allocated to specific assets, as illustrated in the following example:
	Target company is acquired for € 1 000 000

Target company has a net asset value of € 400 000
There are latent gain amounting to € 200 000 in:
	Land and buildings 150 000
	Trademarks 50 000
	The share good-will will therefore amount to € 400 000 (€ 1.000.000 – 200.000 – 400.000) of which € 20000 can be written off every year as a tax deductible charge.
This deduction is compatible with the standard shareholding depreciation due to losses suffered by the subsidiaries (art 12.3 Corporate Tax Code).
The Tax Directorate has confirmed that the “indirect” share good-will: when the target is a pure holding company whose only assets are shares in one or several foreign subsidiaries, does not benefit from this provision as all the difference between purchase price and net asset value would be attributable to specific assets (in this case shareholdings in subsidiaries).
It should also be borne in mind that in a recent ruling the Spanish Tax Directorate (Dirección General de Tributos) has confirmed that depreciation of good-will is considered as a particular class of share depreciation and not as a separate relief. As a result, it has a “transitory” and not a final nature in the sense that when the shareholding is transferred, the amount of depreciated good-will will be treated as a taxable gain and not exempted (claw back” provision). 
4. CONCLUSIONS
After a somewhat slow start, the Spanish holding regime (ETVE)compares favourably with most of its European peers, especially so for investments in active companies, as it allows a tax free flow-through for most foreign investors (excluding those resident in black-listed tax havens). The addition of the Share Good-Will provision has further enhanced its position and gives it a significant edge over its rivals when competing with multi-billion sized deals. As the Spanish Treaty network widens and extends to previously “virgin” areas like the Middle and Far East, the ETVE is likely to expand beyond its previous “niche” South American market. In this respect, it is very noticeable that Spain has concluded its first ever Treaty with a previously black-listed country outside the EU, precisely with the United Arab Emirates and that its provisions are much more investor friendly that hitherto:
	The limitation of benefit clause has been watered down

Capital gains on substantial participations are not longer taxable
Such a change of tack might herald a more determined attempt to capture a bigger market share for Spanish holding companies and take advantage of their perceived strengths, as well as to improve the competitive position of Spanish companies now venturing into foreign markets in areas such as Banking, Constructing and Infrastructure Services. In this respect a number of competitors have raised concerns about the perceived “unfair” character of the good will depreciation provisions (eg.: when Telefónica bought O2 in the UK in the face of competition from Deutsche Telekom) and it is now being investigated as illegal state aid by the EU Commission.



